
First day of school interview
Design a 1st day of school t-shirt
Back to school colour by
number
Back to school word search
Craft corner: pencil decoration
& stress ball

Week Six: Get
Ready for Your

Study Adventure!

How will youget ready forthe comingschool year?

Head over to
rdpl.org/kidssrc for
more fun activities

and book
recommendations!



Fill out the first day of school interview below and keep
it in a special spot so you can look back on it at the end

of the year!



Design the shirt you want to wear to your first day of
school below!







See the instructions below to make your 
own pencil decoration at home.

Don't have all of the supplies? 
Pick up the Kit to Go from any branch or the Book Bike (while supplies last) to

make this craft easier!

craft

corner!

Pipe cleaner
Pompom
Googly eyes
Feather
Pencil
Glue 
Scissors

Supplies You'll Need:

  Cut your pipecleaner in half so that it doesn't take up the entire
pencil.
Wrap the pipecleaner around the pencil
Glue the pompom to the end of the pipecleaner
Glue the googly eyes and the feather onto the pompom.
Slid the pencil grip onto the pencil.
Make more pencil decorations with supplies from home if you'd
like!

Instructions:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.



See the instructions below to make your 
own stress ball at home.

craft

corner!

Don't have all of the supplies? 
Pick up the Kit to Go from any branch or the Book Bike (while supplies last) to make

this craft easier!

2 balloons
Flour
Funnel
Plastic bottle
Scissors
Elastic band
String/yarn
Stickers

Supplies You'll Need:

1) Grab your two balloons. Roll the balloon you want on the inside
around a pencil or marker, and use the pencil to shove it inside
the balloon you want on the outside. Remember to keep both
openings of the balloons together

Instructions:



 

2) Take ¾ cup to 1 cup of flour and pour it
into an empty water bottle using a funnel.
3) Take your two balloons and blow up the
outside balloon with air. Then, take the
opening of the inside balloon and blow it to
the same size as the outside balloon.
4) Tie an elastic band around both balloon
necks so that the air does not escape.
5) Take the opening of the inside balloon
and carefully put it around the mouth of the
water bottle. Repeat with the outer
balloon’s opening, be careful not to let air
escape!
6) Cut the elastic band off the necks of the
balloons, careful not to puncture the
balloon.
7) Turn the bottle upside down and shake
and squeeze the flour into the inside
balloon. 
8) Once all the flour is in, pinch the necks of
the balloons and remove them from the
water bottle. 

Stress ball instructions continued:

craft

corner!



 

9) Carefully let out the air
from the balloons, trying to let
the least amount of flour out
as possible. Test how much air
you want in your stress ball as
more air will mean a different
firmness. 
10) Once you’re happy with
the air in your stress ball, tie
the inside balloon’s neck shut. 
11) Add string for hair, a face
with a permanent marker,
and any other finishing
touches you’d like! 
12) Get squeezing and release
some of your frustrations!

Stress ball instructions continued:

craft

corner!


